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Aaron is currently heading up the US Schools division of Alpha Publishing. He works and lives in Dubai as well as visit schools around the MENA region. This exposure to MENA culture combined with his background in US education gives Aaron the insight and inspiration needed to guide the creation and development of Alpha’s US K–12 programs that are being used by schools around the MENA region. Before coming to Dubai to work with Alpha Publishing, Aaron taught high school physics and biology in two well-recognized independent schools in the United States. During his seven years of teaching Aaron specialized in inquiry learning, content development, and assessment writing. The combination of his experience in education in the US and knowledge of the MENA region have contributed to Aaron’s insight into program development for schools in the MENA region who align their curricula to the US State standards.
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Kelli Bergheimer is the Mathematics and Science Supervising Editor for the U.S. School Division of Alpha. Kelli has been instrumental in using Common Core State Standards for Math and Next Generation Science Standards to inform and build the direction of Alpha Math and Alpha Science curriculum for middle school. Kelli is editing and contributing to both middle school projects while planning for high school books, ancillaries, supplemental products, and assessments. Kelli has 30 years of experience in education at the middle school, high school, and college levels, both in the classroom and in educational publishing.
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Becky (Rebecca) Fraser is the Senior Mathematics Editor for the U.S. School Division of Alpha. Becky has 28 years of experience working in both the classroom and in educational publishing, with over 50 works published in her name. She has experience in both K-12 and college levels with an emphasis in middle school and high school mathematics. Becky has been crucial in the planning and development of Alpha Math curriculum for middle school. Becky is editing, reviewing, and managing Alpha Math for middle school.
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Amy French is the Senior Science Editor for the U.S. School Division of Alpha. Amy has 20 years of experience working in both the classroom and in educational publishing in a variety of roles in both mathematics and science. Amy has contributed in the planning, sequencing, and development of Alpha Science curriculum for middle school. As senior editor, Amy is editing and managing Alpha Science for middle school.
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Pam Carey is the Senior Editor, Literature/ELA Coordinator for the U.S. School Division of Alpha. Pam has over 30 years of experience in educational publishing and has worked with several major U.S. publishers in creating market-leading language arts and literacy programs. She played a leading role in the planning and development of Alpha Literature and continues to oversee that program while also planning new products and assessments for the secondary ELA market.
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Gloria Jasperse is Senior Editor, Reading, at Alpha Publishing. Gloria’s 25 years of editorial experience encompass work within the fields of children’s literature and general trade as well as school and academic publishing. She has taught at both the elementary and post secondary levels.
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Kevin MacDermot has worked with Alpha Publishing for over five years and is the company’s Head of ELT. After graduating from Queen’s University Belfast with a Joint Honours Degree in English and Politics, he worked as an ELT teacher and examiner across a number of European countries, including the UK. He was subsequently awarded a Master’s Degree (Hons) in Journalism from Dublin City University. For the last 30 years he has worked with a number of media and educational publishers ranging from the BBC World Service to Independent News and Media, Gazette Group Newspapers Ltd., Vodafone Ltd., and Alpha Publishing. He has worked as a writer, editor, managing editor and publisher and has been nominated for a number of international media and book awards as both an author and a publisher. Currently, he specialises in developing online and offline ELT programmes for global and local markets.
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Christine Barton graduated from Exeter University with a degree in English Literature. She has nearly 30 years’ experience of teaching English as a foreign language, mostly in Greece, but also in the UK and Poland. She was also a Speaking examiner for the Cambridge ESOL exams for many years. Christine has over 25 years’ experience of ELT editing. She was an in-house editor for Pearson Longman in the UK from 1994–6, where she worked on Primary ELT courses. She has since worked for various publishing houses (CUP, OUP, Macmillan, New Editions) as a freelance ELT editor and writer. She currently works as a senior editor for Alpha Publishing where she has been involved in a wide range of projects, including English Vision, Go for English and Target English.
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Jenna Dowds is a freelance copyeditor and proofreader with wide experience within the worlds of publishing and ELT. She has a BA Joint Honours degree in English Literature and Language from Queen’s University, Belfast, and a post-graduate Diploma in Publishing from the University of Plymouth in the UK.

Jenna has worked as an ELT examiner and teacher, having taught at kindergarten, primary and secondary level in Greece, Portugal, Ireland and the UK. She has more than 25 years’ experience in the publishing industry, and has worked as an editor and production manager for trade and business publishers in the UK and Ireland, including Constable and Co., (London), Wolfhound Press (Dublin) and Oak Tree Press (Dublin). A number of books she was involved in have been nominated for international awards. Among her freelance clients are Hachette, JP Morgan, Walmart and Facebook for whom she edited print and online materials. Currently, she works as a senior editor with Alpha Publishing on a wide variety of ELT print and digital programmes, including Target English, English Vision and the online platform, eAlpha.
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